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CoreCivic: Help stop forced labor in the U.S. prison & detention system. Donate btn. Prev Campaign. Forced labor in prisons is not an immigration issue, it’s an American one, replicated worldwide. CoreCivic is also currently facing another class-action complaint for allegedly attempting to defraud its investors by falsely representing improved operational policies and procedures around the rights and dignity of prisoners and detainees in multiple centers. We must speak out and let them know forced labor in detention is unacceptable. Will you join us in helping to stop slavery in prison? Notes: https://www.thenation.com/article/ices-captive-immigrant-labor-force/. Take action for a fairer world. Amnesty International. Amnesty supporters are making the world a fairer place. Because of the actions of individuals, lives have been saved, unfair laws have changed, the wrongfully imprisoned have been released. Your actions make a difference. Take action today. Action. Urgent: help to save lives of refugees in Moria. Greece: Urgently protect refugees in Moria. ACT NOW. Action. End the impunity for police brutality in Guinea. Justice for those killed by security forces and their families. Act now. Action. Killed by security forces during demonstrations in Benin Mini action guide. ITUC - International Trade Union Confederation May 2008. Forced Labour. Contents. Why is forced labour an important problem for trade unions? What is forced labour? Forms of coercion Prison labour Forced overtime Human trafficking Trafficking or smuggling? Forced labour imposed by the State Includes forced labour exacted by the military (outside of compulsory military service laws), compulsory participation in public works (outside emergency situations as defined in C. 29), and forced prison labour. For practical purposes, forced labour imposed by rebel groups is also included in this category. Forced labour imposed by private agents for commercial sexual exploitation.